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SUMMARY 
Numerical modeling of wind load on tall buildings is studied in details in this thesis 
using the principles of computational fluid dynamics. Spatial-developing boundary 
layer flows over a single building model and a staggered two-building model were 
simulated at the Supercomputing and Visualisation unit, the National University of 
Singapore, using commercial software FLUENT 6.1.18. Turbulence was introduced 
at the inlet through a parallel auxiliary simulation and the computation of the flow 
advanced in time using large eddy simulation with an RNG-based subgrid-scale 
viscosity model. The results were compared afterwards with data from earlier wind 
tunnel experiments carried out at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University. 
Wind velocities at different locations in the auxiliary run as well as wind pressures on 
the test model’s faces in the main runs were recorded. Subsequently the flow 
characteristics were investigated and the force and moment spectra deduced. 
Comparison of the simulated wind force and moment spectra with those obtained from 
the wind tunnel tests showed a general good agreement between the numerical and 
physical simulations. Responses of a tall building model under the recorded wind loads 
were then calculated in the frequency domain using spectral analysis. The Rayleigh-
Ritz modal superposition method was employed to uncouple the governing equations 
of motion and the building responses were obtained in the first three vibration modes. 
In particular, generalized force spectra and rms accelerations of full-scale buildings 
were reported. It is concluded that numerical wind tests on tall structures are a possible 
alternative to the conventional tests in physical wind tunnels.  
 iv
NOTATIONS 
Cs  Smagorinsky constant 
Crng  RNG-based subgrid-scale model constant 
D Depth of the test building model 
fx, fy, fθ  Wind level forces 
)',( xxG  Filter function in LES 
H Height of the test building model 
H(in) Mechanical admittance function 
H(x)  Heaviside function 
Iu, Iv, Iw Streamwise, lateral and vertical turbulence intensities 
K Von Karman’s constant 
x
uL , ,  Integral length scales of turbulence in longitudinal x-direction 





ls  Mixing length 
n Frequency 
N Number of stories 
p Fluid pressure at a point, in Navier – Stokes equations 
qx(t), qy(t), qθ(t) Generalized coordinate vectors 
)]([ nSF  Generalized force spectral densities matrix 
)]([ nS p  Generalized response spectral densities matrix 




S  Generalized force spectral densities and cross-spectral densities 
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xFS , ,  Generalized one-sided drag, lift and moment power spectral 
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yFS MFS
U(z), V(z), W(z) Mean streamwise, spanwise and lateral velocities 
U∞ Free stream velocity 
 v
U+ Normalized mean velocity 
Uo Reference velocity in the power law formula 
u Total streamwise velocity 
uτ Shear velocity, or friction velocity 
u’, v’, w’ Streamwise, spanwise and lateral fluctuation components 
W Width of the test building model 
W(η) Weighing function in Lund’s method 
x, y, θ Translational and rotational displacement vectors  
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates associated with the flow, where x-axis is 
the streamwise direction, y-axis spanwise and z-axis lateral 
z+ Normalized wall coordinate 
zo Reference height in the power law formula 
[Γd(n)] Displacement matrix 
 ]Γ )([ nd&&  Acceleration covariance matrix 
γ Scaling parameter in Lund’s method 
∆t Computational time step 
δ Boundary layer thickness 
η Outer coordinate in the outer region – Lund’s method 
θ Boundary layer’s momentum thickness 
µτ Subgrid-scale turbulence viscosity, or eddy viscosity 
ν Molecular viscosity 
ρ Air density 
σu, σv, σw Standard deviations of turbulence in x-, y- and z- directions 
τij Subgrid-scale stress 
ϕ(1), ϕ(2) …ϕ(s) Modal shape functions in Rayleigh-Ritz method 
)(xφ  Filtered variable in LES 
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1.1 GENERAL  
Understanding the interaction between the wind and the structure has always 
been an important requirement in the field of tall building analysis and design. As tall 
structures are more prone to lateral wind loads than vertical live and dead loads, the 
designer needs to know the distribution of the fluctuating wind pressures on the outer 
surfaces of the building. This knowledge is needed to calculate the wind forces and 
moments acting at various levels so that the dynamic response of the structure can be 
determined. However, the prediction of these quantities in details is usually a 
challenging task due to the complicated nature of the wind pattern developed around 
the structure. Turbulent flow characteristics such as the formation of the shear layer, 
impingement, separation and vortex shedding, to name a few, all contribute to the 
complex motion of the structure in space as a result. 
The response of tall buildings to wind loads in general comprises of three 
components: along-wind, across-wind and torsional response. Along-wind response in 
turn consists of the static mean deflection, which is caused by the mean wind load, and 
the time-dependent streamwise vibration, which results mainly from the instantaneous 
pressure fluctuation on the windward and leeward faces. Across-wind response, on the 
other hand, is induced by the pressure fluctuation on the side faces arising from 
phenomena such as flow separation at the building’s corners or the asymmetry of the 
downstream Karman vortex street. Turbulence of the approaching wind and the 
geometrical asymmetry of the building itself may in addition give rise to significant 
torsional effects. While the building’s stationary mean deflection can be relatively 
straightforward to estimate, its dynamic motion, characterized by the forced 
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frequencies of vibrations and accelerations, is usually much harder to determine but 
often needed since vibration-induced occupant discomfort are always of prime concern 
to the designer. The assessment of the dynamic response is therefore a crucial task in 
the design of tall buildings for structural serviceability. 
Current practice in estimating wind effects on high-rise structures relies mainly 
on physical wind tunnel tests. These tests invariably involve scaling down, using 
similarity principles, the prototype atmospheric boundary layer and generating the scaled 
flow in a wind tunnel. Turbulence is introduced into the flow by placing passive devices 
such as spikes, grids or barriers at the section entrance and roughness elements on the 
tunnel floor. Wind pressures at discrete locations on the faces of the model are recorded 
by electronic transducers and the total loads are then obtained by integration over the 
area of the surfaces. The method, though straightforward in the implementation 
procedure, has its own limitations. A major setback is that the acquirement of an 
appropriate boundary layer is undoubtedly a complicated task that requires numerous 
testing and monitoring. The dimension and arrangement of the passive devices as well as 
the roughness elements must be adjusted repeatedly until a reasonable flow profile, 
having most importantly the desired skin frictions and boundary layer thicknesses, is 
achieved. Other problems worth mentioning may include the difficulty in device setting 
and data acquisition. The construction of an appropriate tunnel layout is, therefore, 
laborious and costly. The obtained wind profile, however, still possesses many 
uncertainties and the wind characteristic development over the domain remains little 
understood since the number of data readings for such tasks would be prohibitively 
large. Wind tunnel tests are therefore the art of performance and interpretation rather 
than an exact science, and so the number of comparisons to full-scale measurements for 
verification purposes remains relatively small (Simiu and Scanlan, 1996). 
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Numerical wind simulations using high-performance computing facilities have 
emerged in the recent years as an alternative to the use of a physical wind tunnel in 
conducting wind tests. By employing the principles of computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD), the atmospheric boundary layer can now be numerically simulated to a certain 
degree of success by supercomputers. Computational wind engineering (CWE) - the 
application of CFD to wind engineering – has been growing rapidly over the past decade 
to become a new field of research with a vast potential. Compared to the physical wind 
tunnel tests, numerical simulation has the advantage of being able to generate wind 
profiles for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Moreover, the flow variables at any 
location in the domain can be easily and conveniently monitored. In addition, the 
construction of the computational domain is less complicated and the effects of 
boundaries are generally less significant. Current disadvantages of the new approach 
include the intensive computational work required and uncertain accuracy level of the 
turbulence models. 
One of the major achievements up to date in the field of CWE is the rapid 
progression in generating and analyzing numerical flows passing bluff bodies, which 
promises a possibility of conducting wind tests around tall structures computationally. 
At the present, however, most of the research studies aim at a better knowledge on the 
development of the wind flow field and characteristics of the downstream turbulence. 
In other words, the main interests for current studies are the formation of vortices, the 
growth of boundary layer thicknesses and skin friction, the distribution of pressures as 
well as turbulent kinetic energy etc. (that is, mainly from the point of view of a 
scientist). From the view point of a wind engineer or a structural designer, the question 
still remains whether numerical modeling of wind flow around tall buildings can be an 
attractive alternative to the physical wind tunnel modeling. 
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1.2 OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH 
This study examines the feasibility of employing CFD in the numerical 
modeling of wind flow around tall buildings, consequently predicting the response of 
the structures under generated wind loads. The test configurations and results from the 
wind tunnel experiments conducted by Reinhold (1977) at the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University were employed so that the compatibility between the two 
methods, physical and numerical, can be examined. A turbulent boundary layer was 
simulated upstream of the test model(s), wind pressure distribution over the model’s 
faces was obtained and the dynamic response of the building was determined. Large 
eddy simulation (LES) with renormalization group (RNG) -based subgrid-scale 
turbulent model, which is available in FLUENT 6.1.18, was employed. Results were 
compared to Reinhold’s wind tunnel tests and conclusions drawn on the possibility of 
conducting wind tests on tall buildings using computers instead of wind tunnel 
facilities. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis contains a literature review which provides general 
background information on the atmospheric boundary wind layer, the CFD and CWE 
as well as the wind load responses of tall structures. The computational domains and 
test models are subsequently described in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the numerical 
results and discusses a number of key issues observed from the graphs. Finally, in 
chapter 5, a summary of the research findings as well as several recommendations for 




2.1 THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER 
Wind near the Earth’s surface experiences speed retardation in the flow as a 
result of the horizontal drag force that the ground exerts on the moving air. An 
atmospheric boundary layer is thus formed near the ground surface in which this 
slowdown effect is further diffused by turbulent mixing. Within the depth of this layer, 
the wind speed u(z) increases with the height above ground z, its value approaches the 
free stream value U∞ as z approaches the top of the layer. The boundary layer thickness 
δ is therefore defined as the depth at which u(z) reaches 0.99 U∞ . 
The atmospheric boundary layer, considering its turbulence characteristics, can 
be approximately divided into three regions. Immediately adjacent to the ground is the 
viscous sub-layer in which turbulent fluctuations are relatively small and viscous shear 
stress is most dominant. This sub-layer, however, is very thin; its thickness is of the 
order of one-hundredth or less of the boundary layer thickness δ. Adjoining to the 
viscous sub-layer is the so-called inner sub-layer in which the turbulence intensity is 
high and the dominant shear stress is the eddy stress. A wide spectrum of eddy sizes 
and frequencies is therefore the main feature of this region. Finally, lying above the 
inner sub-layer is the outer sub-layer that expands to the edge of the atmospheric 
boundary layer. This sub-layer is characterized by the presence of large eddies.  
At any location (x,y,z) in a Cartesian coordinate system assigned to the 
atmospheric boundary layer, where the x-axis is the streamwise direction, the y-axis 
spanwise and the z-axis vertically upwards, the wind velocity consists of three 
components. The first component is the streamwise velocity u(x,y,z,t) which is the 
vector sum of the mean wind U(z) and fluctuation u’(x,y,z,t) (see Fig. 2.1). The other 
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two components in the lateral and vertical directions are the fluctuations v’(x,y,z,t) and 
w’(x,y,z,t) respectively. While the mathematical approximation of the mean wind 
profile U(z) is relatively simple and the results match quite well with experimental 
findings, the estimation of the fluctuating components, however, is much more 
















Fig. 2.1. Atmospheric Wind Velocity u(z) 
2.1.1 Mean Wind Velocity 
Various formulae have been proposed to approximate the mean velocity U(z) in 
the above-mentioned three regions of the wind boundary layer. Within the viscous sub-
layer, U(z) is found to increase approximately linearly with the wall-normal 
coordinate, or height above ground, z. Prandtl hence proposed the following formula 
that can be used to calculate U(z) in this region (Spalding, 1961): 
++ = zU  (2.1) 
where U+ and z+ are the normalized velocity and normalized wall coordinate, 
respectively: 
τu
UU =+  (2.2) 
zuz ν
τ=+  (2.3) 
In Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), uτ is the shear velocity, or friction velocity, and ν is the 
kinematic viscosity. The upper limit used in this study for z+ so that Eq. (2.1) holds is 
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11.5 (Spalding, 1961). Above this limit, the logarithmic law, a well-known form of the 
law of the wall that validates within the near-wall region, can be applied: 
Bz
K
U += ++ ln1             (2.4) 
The constant K in Eq. (2.4) is widely known as the von Karman constant which usually 
takes the value of 0.40 or 0.41. B is also a constant but its value can be picked from a 
much wider range from 5.0 to 5.5 (Young, 1989).  
Starting from a certain height above the ground surface, the power law may 
provide a better fit compared to the logarithmic law (Simiu and Scanlan, 1996). 









U  (2.5) 
where zo is the reference height, Uo is the reference velocity at zo and α is the power 
law index.  
2.1.2 Turbulence Characteristics 
Unlike the mean wind velocity U(z) which depends only on the height z above 
the ground, fluctuating velocities are both space- and time-dependent. They are much 
more random in nature and are often treated as stationary, stochastic processes with 
zero mean values. Descriptions of the three turbulence components are usually 
provided in terms of their intensity, integral length scales, the power spectral density 
functions that depict their frequency distribution and the normalized co-spectra that 
illustrate their spatial correlation. 
2.1.2.1 Turbulence Intensity 
The turbulence intensities of the wind at a height z in streamwise, spanwise and 
vertical directions are defined as the ratios of the corresponding standard deviations and 
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the mean along-wind velocity at that height. For example, the along-wind turbulence 






σ=  (2.6) 
where )(zuσ is the along-wind standard deviation of turbulence. 
Turbulence intensities serve as a rough indication of the degree of 
fluctuation present in the wind speed profile. Up to 100-200 m above ground, it is 
usually reasonable to assume that the turbulence components are distributed 
normally with zero mean values; also the remaining two turbulence intensities, Iv(z) 
and Iw(z), can be approximated directly from Iu(z) for design purposes as (Dyrbye 
and Hansen, 1997): 
 ; )(75.0)( zIzI uv = )(5.0)( zIzI uw =  (2.7) 
2.1.2.2 Turbulence Length Scales 
Turbulence length scales can be viewed as measures of the average size of 
the vortices in the wind (or the average size of gusts) associated with the velocity 
fluctuations in a given direction. There are nine integral length scales in total for a 
specific wind profile, each is mathematically an integral of the corresponding 
cross-correlation function of turbulence between two separate points measured 
simultaneously. Take the length scale  of the longitudinal size of eddies 








21∫∞ ρ=  (2.8) 
In Eq. (2.8), ρu1u2(z,x) is the cross-correlation function of the turbulence components 
u1(x1,y1,z1,t) and u2(x1±x,y1,z1,t) at two points separated longitudinally by a distance x. 
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Using the Taylor’s hypothesis (Simiu and Scanlan, 1996), which assumes that 
the flow disturbance travels downstream with the same velocity U(z), autocorrelations 
can be transformed to spatial correlations and  can be estimated simply as: xuL
ττρ= ∫∞ dUL uxu )(
0
 (2.9) 
where ρu(τ) is the autocorrelation function of the fluctuation u(x1,t) and τ is a time 
variable. The main advantage of the Eq. (2.9) is that the measurement of fluctuations 
for estimating can be carried out at fixed points in the domain rather than moving 
along the specified direction (i.e., varying the distance x between the points), the 
complication of equipment setting is therefore reduced significantly.  
x
uL
A simplified approximation of the longitudinal length scale  is reviewed in 
Simiu and Scanlan (1996), in which the calculation of  relates to the determination 











1=  (2.10) 
The remaining integral length scales can be roughly approximated from the 
longitudinal length scale . For example, the spanwise and lateral length scales 
associated with the streamwise fluctuation u’ may be calculated as (Dyrbye and 










u LL 2.0≈  (2.12) 
2.1.2.3 von Karman’s PSDFs of Fluctuations 
Among the currently available power spectral density functions (PSDFs) of the 
wind turbulence components, the non-dimensional von Karman’s PSDFs are chosen as 
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simulation targets for this study. The expressions for these PSDFs are given in 
Reinhold (1977). The first spectral density function in the longitudinal direction, which 























u  (2.13) 
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w   (2.15) 
where uσ , vσ and wσ  are the along-wind, cross-wind and vertical standard deviations 
of turbulence, respectively. 
2.2 NUMERICAL WIND SIMULATION - CFD AND CWE 
2.2.1 General Review 
The first attempt at turbulence modeling was made by Boussinesq (1877) who 
modeled turbulent flow simply by adding an eddy viscosity to the molecular viscosity. 
The idea behind is to take into account the enhanced momentum transport of the 
turbulent flow in the same way as molecular viscosity does for a laminar flow. Later 
Prandtl (1921) introduced the mixing-length concept that could be used to calculate a 
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variable eddy viscosity, which led to the prediction of wall-bounded flows in fair 
agreement with experimental observation. In general, the eddy viscosity may be 
estimated as being proportional to the product of the velocity and length scales of the 
large energetic eddies. This concept has become the principle of the Eddy Viscosity 
Modeling (EVM), which is still the most widely-used model nowadays to represent the 
transport of flow turbulence in CFD studies. 
Describing the movement of turbulent flows is, from a mathematical point of 
view, relatively straightforward as the motion of the fluid particles in space and time can 
be directly obtained from a governing set of differential equations. In the case of 
Newtonian fluids, which are isotropic and display linear relation between viscous stress 
tensor and rate-of-deformation tensor, the governing equations are the well-known 
Navier-Stokes equations. These equations, which reflect the conservation of continuity, 
momentum and energy in the flow, describe the evolution in time of the velocity and 
pressure fields of a moving fluid in a domain with specific boundary conditions under 
external force(s). Obtaining a realistic solution, however, is a challenging task. 
Numerical simulations, direct or simplified, are still facing several major difficulties in 
terms of computing time, accuracy and stability since the past memory as well as the 
future prediction is limited to short intervals of time only as the result of the nonlinear 
terms. 
Despite the current setbacks, CFD has advanced to a certain degree of success 
in dealing with different types of fluid flows ranging from viscous to inviscid, laminar 
to turbulent and incompressible to highly compressible. Of various attempts to solve 
the governing equations, it is widely acknowledged that the direct numerical 
simulation (DNS) is too computationally expensive, and hence the general trend is to 
simplify the calculation process by averaging and modeling. Various models to 
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generate flow turbulence have been developed, of which the most widely used are the 
k-ε models and the large eddy simulation (LES) models (Murakami, 1997). 
Simplifications for the k-ε models are made by introducing the modeled forms into k 
and ε transport equations (turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation rate, 
respectively). The most popular k-ε models so far are the standard k-ε, renormalization 
group k-ε (RNG k-ε) and realizable k-ε models. In the case of LES, Navier - Stokes 
equations are filtered and large scales of motion are computed explicitly while the 
small or subgrid-scale motions are modeled. Proposed LES subgrid-scale models in 
the literature include the Smagorinsky – Lilly, dynamic Germano – Smagorinsky and 
Lagrangian dynamic mixed models (Murakami, 1997). Each of the mentioned 
models has certain advantages and disadvantages; in the case of k-ε models the 
computational effort is less but the turbulent energy is often over-estimated, while 
with LES the flow field can be predicted with higher accuracy but significant 
computational work is required. The choice of turbulence model therefore depends 
largely on a case-to-case basis, considering the particular flow condition as well as 
specific requirements of the outputs. 
Computational wind engineering, being an applied field of the general CFD, 
emerged as a new area of research from the early 1990s. Since then, research has 
progressed significantly in the directions of both treating practical problems and finding 
new applications. One of the major topics of interests is the study of wind flow around 
bluff bodies, which suggests a potential of conducting wind tunnel tests for tall buildings 
by supercomputer in particular. Pioneer works in this area include the studies in the 
1970s and 1980s of numerical flows around two- and three- dimensional obstacles by 
Hirt et. al. (1978), Paterson and Apelt (1986), Murakami et al. (1987) and Murakami and 
Mochida (1988). In these works, flow simulation was attempted by solving the Navier-
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Stokes equations using finite difference techniques or the control volume method with 
either the standard k-ε or the standard Smagorinsky subgrid-scale turbulence model. 
Since the 1990s there has been a rapid progression in the field of CFD with 
regard to the understanding and modeling of flow turbulence. New approaches as 
well as various modifications to the k-ε equations or the subgrid-scale modeling in 
LES have been proposed, the choices of turbulent model for numerical wind 
simulation hence were much widened. Murakami and Mochida (1995) used modified 
k-ε turbulence models developed by Launder & Kato (1993) and Przulj &Younis 
(1993) to generate 2D and 3D flows passing a square cylinder and compared the 
results with the LES solution. Similar experiments on a square cylinder were 
conducted by Lee (1997) in which conventional k-ε, RNG k-ε and low Reynolds 
number k-ε models were used for turbulence modeling instead. Maruyama et al. 
(1999) used the dynamic subgrid-scale model proposed by Germano et al. (1990) for 
LES computation of turbulent flow behind roughness elements. More recently, in the 
work of Kataoka and Mizuno (2002), artificial compressibility method was used for 
the computation of an incompressible flow passing 2D and 3D square cylinders.  
Following the success of CFD in simulating turbulent flows over bluff bodies, 
a number of research has attempted to evaluate the wind effects on buildings using 
computational approach. Murakami and Mochida (1989) used the standard k-ε model 
to generate a numerical wind flow around a rectangular building and studied the flow 
field characteristics. Similarly, Baskaran and Stathopoulos (1993) conducted numerical 
tests on another building model and compared the resulted pressure coefficients with 
actual data. Song and He (1993) used LES instead to study the time-averaged velocity 
field and pressure distribution on a tall building in a weakly compressible flow. LES 
was also used by Selvam (1997) to predict the wind pressures field on the surfaces of 
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the Texas Tech University building. Swaddiwudhipong and Khan (2002) recently 
investigated the wind load response of a 2D square building using LES. The results 
reported in these studies support the same idea that numerical wind tunnel testing of 
tall buildings, though still needs to be further refined and developed along with the 
capacity of the computing facilities, is definitely a viable alternative to the physical 
wind tunnel testing.  
2.2.2 Governing Equations of Flow 
The general Navier - Stokes equations for a fluid flow with constant shear viscosity µ 








































1           (i, j, k = 1,2,3) (2.16) 
In Eq. (2.16), p is the pressure, Fi (i=1,2,3) are the body forces, ρ is the fluid density and 
ui,j,k (i,j,k=1,2,3) are the velocities in the three orthogonal streamwise, spanwise and vertical 
directions. 
Further simplification to the full Navier - Stokes equations will be made here in 
this study since wind flows simulated numerically can be assumed to be 
incompressible without too much divergence from the more precise compressible 















                        (i, j = 1,2,3) (2.17) 
2.2.3 LES and Subgrid-Scale Turbulence Models  
The principle behind all LES models is the filtering of the Navier - Stokes 
equations so that the large scales are separated, hence calculated directly, while the 
small scales (subgrid scales) are modeled. Since the subgrid scales are believed to be 
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more universal in character for different flows than the large scales, which depend 
highly on the flow geometry, modeling of the small scales helps reduce the computer 
workload while maintaining a high level of accuracy in the results. 
In FLUENT 6.1.18, the amplitude of the high-frequency Fourier components of 
the flow variables in the incompressible Navier - Stokes equations are filtered out or 
substantially reduced by a filter function contained in a filtered variable (denoted by an 
overbar) given as follow: 
∫=
D
dxxxGxx ')',()'()( φφ  (2.18) 
In (2.18), D is the fluid domain and G is the filter function that determines the scale of 
the resolved eddies. Considering the finite volume technique in which the domain is 
divided into smaller computational cells with volume V, also defining G as: 
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∂ τµρρ  (2.22) 
The subgrid-scale stress in Eq. (2.22) is defined by the following formula: ijτ
jijiij uuuu ρρτ −=  (2.23) 
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The most common models for the subgrid-scale motions of fluid flows at the 
present are still the eddy viscosity models, in which the production and dissipation of 
the subgrid-scale kinetic energy are assumed to be in balance. Defining the rate-of-


















1  (2.24) 
the relationship between subgrid-scale stress ijτ  and subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity 
µt can be described in FLUENT 6.1.18 as: 
ijtijkkij Sµ−=δτ−τ 23
1  (2.25) 
Two different models for the eddy viscosity µt are available in FLUENT 6.1.18, 
these are the Smagorinsky-Lilly and the RNG-based LES model. In the Smagorinsky-
Lilly model, µt is modeled by: 
Slst
2ρ=µ  (2.26) 
where 
ijij SSS 2=  (2.27) 
 and ls is the mixing length, which is computed in FLUENT as: 
ls =min(kd,CsV1/3) (2.28) 
Cs in Eq. (2.28) is the Smagorinsky constant, which is assigned the value of 0.1 by 
default in FLUENT. This is the value that has been found to yield the best results for 
a wide range of flows although other values in the range of 0.1 to 0.25 have also been 
used in research studies. Here, however, is a shortcoming of the model that the same 
value Cs is used for the whole domain, which is clearly not very flexible to present 
various types of flow phenomena such as impingement, separation and vortices that 
concurrently exist in the flow field. 
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 An alternative of modeling the subgrid-scale eddy viscosity is to use the 
renormalization group (RNG) theory. The RNG procedure results in an effective 
subgrid viscosity µeff given by: 
[ ] 31)(1 xHeff += µµ  (2.29) 
H(x) in (2.29) is the Heaviside function: 
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⎧ >=
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0for x        ,
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xH  (2.30) 
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In Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32), Crng = 0.157 
In highly turbulent regions of
reduces to the Smagorinsky-Lilly mod
the low-Reynold-number regions the 
This enables the model to take in
encountered in the near-wall regions
chooses the RNG-based subgrid-scale 
2.2.4 Inflow Simulation 
Specifying the inlet boundary c
turbulent wind simulation since this o
downstream. Various techniques have
of which the two main categories are t
simulation methods. In the former cla
 (2.31) 
(2.32) 
and C = 100. 
 the flow, the RNG-based subgrid-scale model 
el with a different model constant Cs; while in 
effective viscosity recovers molecular viscosity. 
to account the low-Reynolds-number effects 
 of the simulated flows. This study therefore 
model for its LES computations. 
ondition is one of the most crucial tasks for any 
ften determines the characteristics of the flow 
 been developed to generate inflow fluctuations, 
he random fluctuation methods and the auxiliary 
ss, a widely-used approach is the generation of 
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time series of velocity fluctuations by inverse Fourier transforms using power spectral 
density and cross-spectral density in the frequency domain as targets. Of the latter 
category, the method proposed by Lund et al. (1998), in which instantaneous planes of 
velocity data at a downstream station is rescaled and re-introduced at the inlet, is found 
to be among the most popular.  
While the random number simulation of fluctuations has the advantage over other 
approaches in flow turbulence development (since the targeted turbulence properties is 
directly specified at the inlet), its calculation is rather complicated and the amount of 
inputs is large. More seriously, the method often requires a lengthy, thus costly, 
development section before the desired turbulent profile stabilizes. On the contrary, 
Lund’s approach excels in its simplicity and convenience to use, also the control it 
provides to the development of the skin friction and integral thicknesses; however, there is 
no guarantee that the prescribed turbulence statistics can be met. This study therefore opts 
for a combined use of a random fluctuation method - the weighted amplitude wave 
superposition method for single wind histories in particular, and the Lund’s method. 
Details of each method as well as the combination are provided in 2.2.4.1 and 2.3.4.2. The 
idea is to introduce spatial turbulence into the flow through a simple subroutine, yet the 
achieved profile is sufficiently accurate for analysis and design purposes. 
2.2.4.1 Weighted Amplitude Wave Superposition Method 
The weighted amplitude wave superposition (WAWS) method, ascribed to Rice 
by Shinozuka (1985) and summarized in Iannuzzi and Spinelli (1987), can be used to 
generate artificial samples of single random Gaussian processes with zero mean and 
specified spectral densities. For the wind histories in this study, von Karman’s PSDFs 
are used as targets and the three fluctuation components u’(z, t), v’(z, t) and w’(z, t)  are 
generated independently and applied uniformly-spanwise at the inlet. 
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The equation of the WAWS method for a single process, take streamwise 
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 (2.33) 
where:  Su(nk) is the one-sided von Karman’s PSDF of u’(t); nk, k=1,…,N is the central 
frequencies of the intervals ∆n into which the frequency range has been subdivided, 
and ϕk is a random phase angle having uniform distribution from 0-2π. 
The C code used to generate velocity fluctuations and plots of PSDFs of the three 
fluctuating velocities at level 6 (height 609.6mm), which are calculated using wind tunnel 
turbulence characteristics provided in Reinhold (1977), is given in Appendix A. The same 
calculation procedure applied for u’(z, t), v’(z, t) and w’(z, t) at the other 5 levels. 
Velocities between two adjacent levels are interpolated assuming an exponential relation 
of the corresponding turbulence intensities. For details, see Appendix A. 
2.2.4.2 Lund’s Auxiliary Simulation Method 
The main idea of Lund’s method (Lund et al., 1998) is to generate a spatially 
evolving boundary layer in a Cartesian system with the boundary condition in the 
streamwise direction set to periodic. The aim of setting periodic boundary condition is to 
reduce the effect of streamwise inhomogeneity associated with the boundary layer 
growth, hence allows for a “self-contained” simulation that does not require external 
inputs for the upstream and downstream boundaries. In other words, the velocity field at 
a plane near the domain exit can be rescaled and reintroduced at the inlet through a 
simple subroutine.  
By employing the law of the wall in the inner region and the defect law in the 
outer region of the flow, the mean and fluctuating parts of each velocity component are 
scaled separately in Eqs. (2.34) to (2.39) as follows: 
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τγ =  (2.40) 
Also, ηinlet in Eqs. (2.34) to (2.39) is the outer coordinate for the outer region, which is 
defined by the ratio y/δ. The scaling operation for mean spanwise velocity V(z) is 
omitted as its values would be very close to zero and hence no calculation is required. 
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where α and b are constants. For η >1,  W(η) =1. 
Further simplifications to the scaling procedure have been adopted here in this 
study by assuming that the growth of the boundary layer thicknesses is insignificant 
within the flow domain. The scaling parameter γ thus becomes not necessary. Only the 
fluctuating parts of the velocities need to be calculated, also interpolations are not 
required. The assumption can be justified in this case since the length of the 
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development section is relatively short compared to δ. Instead of recycling the whole 
values of fluctuation components, only the variations in the spanwise direction are 
taken and superimposed on the random fluctuation values generated from WAWS. The 
purpose is to introduce spatially-developing turbulence while maintaining fluctuations 
with targeted power spectral densities at the inlet. 
2.3 WIND LOAD RESPONSE OF TALL BUILDINGS 
2.3.1 Governing Equations of Motion 
There are basically three main sources of aerodynamic excitation that 
contribute to the dynamic responses of tall structures. Firstly, the turbulent fluctuations 
in the approaching flow can create forces that lead to both background and resonant 
responses in the along-wind and across-wind directions. Secondly, in the phenomenon 
called wake excitation, forces are induced through the shedding of vortices in the wake 
of the structure, which affect primarily the resonant responses and occur primarily in 
the across-wind direction. Finally, the wind-induced motion of the structure itself can 
in turn generate forces, of which the most significant are aerodynamic damping forces 
which can control the resonant response amplitude, either negatively or positively. 
Other less significant phenomena associated with building motions include galloping, 
lock-in, and flutter; all are the results of the interaction between the wind and the 
structure, known as aeroelasticity. 
Responses of tall buildings under the above-mentioned excitation sources are 
analyzed using the principles of structural dynamics. In general, wind-induced motion 
of the building in question is described by means of a set of differential equations in 
which the variables are the displacements, expressed as functions in space and time. 
Depending on the building’s geometry as well as the specific requirements of outputs, 
the building can be treated either as a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system or a 
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continuous system - a cantilever beam in particular. In the case of MDOF, each story is 
modeled as a lumped mass with two orthogonal translations xi, yi and one rotation θi. 
The total degrees of freedom for the system thus equals to 3N where N is the number 
of stories in the building. Equations of motion hence can be formulated in a matrix 
form as follow: 



















































In Eq. (2.43), [m], [c] and [k] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of size 3N x 
3N, respectively. The force vectors fx, fy, and fθ are the wind forces at every floor and 
the displacement vectors x, y and θ are the floor translations and rotation, each is a 
sub-vector of size N x 1.  
The set of coupled equations of motion in Eq. (2.43) can be solved by a variety 
of methods. For stochastic forms of excitation, however, the solution requires spectral 
analysis, which is based on random vibration theory, and the response is presented 
statistically in the frequency domain. In this study, the Rayleigh – Ritz method 
described in Islam (1988) is chosen in particular to uncouple the Eq. (2.43) so that the 
spectral analysis can follow. 
2.3.1 Solution of MDOF equations: Rayleigh – Ritz method 
The Rayleigh-Ritz method is one of the most convenient procedures for 
evaluating the first several modes of vibration of the system. The main idea of the 
method is to express the displacement vectors in terms of the product between 
assumed shape functions and corresponding generalized coordinates. This separation 
of variables allows the governing equations of motion to be uncoupled into ordinary 
differential equations, which contain unknowns that are functions of time only. 
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The choice of shape functions, therefore, determines the degree of accuracy of 
the results. In general, the shape functions should at least satisfy the geometric boundary 
conditions to ensure the results do not diverge significantly from the exact solution.  
The number as well as the expression of the shape functions in each direction 
is, in general, not necessary identical. In the specific case that the same set of shape 
functions is used for all three directions, the displacement vectors x, y and θ can be 
written as follow:  
)(]....[ )()2()1( tx
s qφφφx =  
)(]....[ )()2()1( ty
s qφφφy =  (2.44) 
)(]....[ )()2()1( ts θqφφφθ =  
The shape functions ϕ(1), ϕ(2) …ϕ(s) in Eq. (2.44) are functions which, as the name 
suggests, specify the mode shapes of vibration of the building in space. When 
multiplied with the generalized coordinates qx(t), qy(t) and qθ(t), the specific 
displacements of the building at any instant of time can be determined. 
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Using the expressions of x, y and θ in Eq. (2.44), also multiplying each side with [Φ]T, 
Eq. (2.43) can be rewritten as: 



















































































The system in Eq. (2.47), though usually still being coupled, has only 3s degrees 
of freedom with s much smaller than N, therefore is much easier to solve comparing to 
the original system. Furthermore, variables are now qx(t), qy(t) and qθ(t), which are 
functions of time only. The right hand side of Eq. (2.47), denoted as{ }f , is the 
generalized forces in the along-wind, across-wind and torsional directions 
corresponding to the s modes of vibration. In the specific case of uncoupled buildings, 
i.e. buildings in which the geometrical centroid coincides with the centre of mass and the 
centre of rigidity, Eq. (2.47) becomes uncoupled and can be solved directly.  
In general, Eq. (2.47) can be uncoupled by rewriting in terms of the normal 








































where [µ] is the modal matrix formed from the eigenvectors of the characteristic 
equation: 
[ ] [ ][ ] [ ] [ ][ ] 02 =ΦΦ−ΦΦ mk TT ω  (2.49) 
The normal modes {µ(i)} defined this way are mutually orthogonal with respect to 
mass and stiffness: 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ iTT mm =ΦΦ µµ ] (2.50a) 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ][ ] ][ 2 iiTT mk ωµµ =ΦΦ  (2.50b) 
Assuming that the modal matrix also diagonalizes the damping matrix: 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ][ ] ]2[ iiiTT mc ζωµµ =ΦΦ  (2.50c) 




fppp =++ 22 ωζω &&& ,      i = 1, 2, ..., 3s (2.51) 
where { }if ={ } { }fTµ . 
For stochastic loads, the random vibration theory must be used in order to solve 
Eq. (2.51). Once the time series of the generalized forces are obtained, the solution can 
be found in the frequency domain since the spectral densities of the responses are related 
to the spectral densities of the generalized forces through Fourier transforms: 
)()()( 2 nSinHnS
ii fip
= ; i = 1, 2, ..., 3s (2.52a) 
)()()()( * inHnSinHnS jffipp jiji = ; i, j = 1, 2, ..., 3s (2.52b) 
In Eq. (2.52),
if
S and are the spectral densities of the generalized force 
ipS if and 
generalized response pi, 
ji ff
S and are the cross-spectral densities between forces 
ji ppS
if and jf and responses pi and pj respectively, H(in) is the mechanical admittance 
function and H*(in) is its complex conjugate. 
Eqs. (2.52) can be written in the matrix form as: 
)]()][()][([)]([ * inHnSinHnS Fp =  (2.53) 
The displacement and acceleration covariance matrices, [Γd(n)] and respectively, 
can then be obtained as follows: 
 ]Γ )([ nd&&
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CHAPTER 3   
COMPUTATIONAL MODELS 
Wind tunnel test results presented by Reinhold (1977) in his PhD thesis are 
used as the comparison targets for this study of numerical wind simulation. In 
Reinhold’s experiments, an artificial atmospheric boundary layer over urban areas was 
first generated in a short test-section wind tunnel with passive devices. Assessment of 
flow characteristics such as mean velocity profile, turbulent intensities and turbulent 
length scales at the center of the turntable were recorded, which then served as 
reference for the next stages when different building configurations were immersed in 
the flow. Subsequent tests then involved generating turbulent flows passing the models 
and measuring wind pressures on the models’ faces, hence the values for drag, lift and 
moment coefficients Cx, Cy and Cm as well as wind force and moment spectra at six 
different levels could be derived.  
This study looks at the possibility of reproducing Reinhold’s tests in a 
numerical wind tunnel instead. Tests conducted on a single building with zero wind 
attack angle and two buildings in staggered arrangement 0-3-1 (zero wind angle, 3D 
apart longitudinally and 1D separated spanwise) are reproduced numerically using 
FLUENT 6.1.18 at the Supercomputing and Visualisation Unit (SVU), National 
University of Singapore. During the runs, the instantaneous wind pressures acting on 
the face elements located at six different levels of the test model are recorded, which 
are subsequently used to calculate the forces and moments at the six levels. 
3.1 AUXILIARY SIMULATION OF SPATIAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
The first part of this study focused on the simulation of a spatial developing 
boundary layer in an auxiliary domain targeting Reinholds’ boundary layer profile, 
hereafter will be called the physical wind tunnel profile. Turbulent flow over a no-slip 
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floor was generated using WAWS and Lund’s methods (1998) that involved recycling 
the velocity field at a downstream station and introducing at the inlet. Flow variables at 
a plane near the outlet were sampled over time and compared to the targeted values so 
that adjustment could be made on the scaling parameters. When the flow stabilized, 
plane data of instantaneous velocities were extracted and used as the inflow condition 
for the main runs in which the building models were included.  
While it may seem at first that the simulation of a separate auxiliary domain is 
computationally expensive, hence better to combine it with the main simulation so that 
the overlap section of the two domains can be disposed, it turns out to be a rather 
economic option in the case of multiple testing. This is precisely the situation for 
numerical wind tests of tall buildings, since repeated tests are always required with 
different surrounding arrangements and wind attack angles. The saving comes from the 
capability to use the same set of velocity inflow data for all the numerical main 
simulations that follow, thus the auxiliary simulation needs to run once only. This is 
unlike when the auxiliary domain is combined with the main domain, as the flow in 
this part is unavoidably regenerated every time new simulation is carried out. 
Furthermore, in view of computer capacity, the size of each computational domain 
when the auxiliary and the main simulations are separated is significantly smaller 
comparing to the combined domain of the two, thus easier to handle with much less 
computational time required. Since the development section for the main runs can be 
reduced considerably when the inflow simulation is independently generated, the total 
computational effort is notably less. Finally, as the numerical simulation of spatial 
boundary layers is still a complicated task facing many uncertainties at the current 
stage, an auxiliary simulation that can be examined and adjusted before finally being 
used in the main simulations is therefore much more desirable. 
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The mean wind profile prescribed for the auxiliary run is taken from 
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U  0.05 < z (3.1) 
In Eq. (3.1), zo = 0.1016m, U∞ = 27m/s and δ = 1.5m. The Reynolds number Reδ 
(= νδ∞U ) hence equals to 3.1x106. The value for the friction velocity uτ is estimated 

































Fig. 3.1. Experimental Mean Wind Profile 
 
Prescribed turbulent intensities and turbulent length scales are included in Table 3.1.  





Scale Length (mm) Level 
Mean 
Velocity  
(m/s) Streamwise Lateral Vertical Streamwise Lateral Vertical 
Reynolds 
Number 
1 10.1 27.7 18.5 15.9 226 80.2 69.8 5.9 x 104
2 13.0 22.8 15.3 13.5 279 87.5 83.8 7.5 x 104
3 15.1 18.2 12.4 10.8 305 103.5 87.0 8.8 x 104
4 16.8 13.7 9.6 8.6 306 110.5 89.5 9.8 x 104
5 18.3 10.7 7.7 7.2 261 105.9 90.4 1.1 x 105
6 19.5 8.7 6.7 5.9 232 99.9 91.5 1.1 x 105
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The computational domain for the auxiliary simulation had the dimension of 
3.429m in the streamwise direction, 1.143m in the spanwise direction and 1.905m in the 
wall-normal direction. This corresponded to a dimension of 45D(L) x 15D(W) x 3H(H), 
where D and H were the width and the height of the building model, respectively. The 
mesh contained 180(L) x 50(W) x116(H) cells in total, with the minimum cell size in 
streamwise and spanwise directions was 0.25D or 19.05mm, and in wall-normal 











45D – 180 cells 
(a) Plan view 
 
 















































Fig. 3.2. Mesh Scheme - Auxiliary Domain 
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The boundary conditions for the auxiliary simulation were set as no-slip wall 
for the floor, periodic (translational) for the sides, outflow condition for the outlet and 
symmetry for the ceiling. The outflow condition maintains a zero diffusion flux at the 
outlet for all flow variables in the direction normal to the exit plane together with an 
overall mass balance. Similarly, the symmetry condition at the ceiling sets a zero 
normal velocity and zero normal gradients for all variables at the symmetry plane, 
which in fact is equivalent to the slip wall condition in the case of viscous flows. Other 
information on FLUENT case setup can be found in Appendix B, which includes the 
details on material properties, operating conditions and discretization scheme. 
The flow was initialized by running for 500 steps with time advancement ∆t = 
0.001(s). The inflow wind velocity u(z) was taken from the mean profile (Eq. 3.1) with 
an additional 10% turbulence superimposed on the mean values. After the initialization 
phase, spanwise variations of the instantaneous velocities at the recycle station located 
40D downstream of the inlet were extracted and superimposed on the WAWS - 
generated u’(z), v’(z) and w’(z), which were then used as the flow input. A simple C 
code generated and stored the time-series values of random number fluctuations u’(z), 
v’(z) and w’(z) beforehand. Another C code, integrated into FLUENT as a user-defined 
function, performed the velocity recycling calculations. Hard copies of the codes are 
provided in Appendices A and C. 
Additional 500 steps with ∆t = 0.001(s) were required for the turbulence to 
develop and the flow to stabilize. After that, the simulation advanced for 3000 steps 
with ∆t = 0.001(s); during which instantaneous velocities at a plane located 15D 
upstream from the recycle station were extracted to be applied as the inflow for the 
subsequent main runs. Turbulence characteristics at the plane x = 0 were also recorded 
for comparison purposes with that of the experimental wind tunnel flow at the centre 
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of the turntable. A single step running parallel with 8 compute nodes in a Compaq 
GS320 alphaserver (total performance of 32,000 Mflops) took an average of 3 minutes 
to complete; the actual time, however, may vary depending on the shared workloads 
between users.  
3.2 WIND SIMULATION - SINGLE BUILDING MODEL 
In one of Reinhold’s experiments, tests were conducted on a square prism placed 
normal to the flow direction. The dimensions of the square cylinder model are 76.2mm 
(D) x 76.2mm (W) x 635mm (H). At each of the six levels, which are 101.6mm apart, 
wind pressures were measured at four pressure ports that were equally spaced on each 
of the model’s four faces. Loads acting normal to the faces as well as torsional 
moments about the geometric centre, hence the normalized spectra, were deduced 
afterwards. These tests were reproduced here in this study using a computational 
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Fig. 3.3. Building Model 
 
Grid points at the inlet station of the domain that contains the building model, 
hereafter called single main domain, were exactly the same as that at the extract plane 
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of the auxiliary domain, which were 50 x 116 spanwise and vertical respectively. The 
purpose of such meshing was to allow for the direct transfer of velocities from the 
auxiliary run to the main run. In streamwise direction, the mesh contained 100 cells. 
Meshing scheme and arrangement of the main domain are depicted in Fig. 3.4. 
 










Fig. 3.4. Mesh Scheme – Single Model Domain 
The boundary conditions (BCs) for the single main domain were kept the same 
as that of the auxiliary domain: no-slip wall for the floor and the building’s faces, 
symmetry for the ceiling and outflow condition for the outlet. The only change made 
was the switch from periodic BC to no-slip BC for the side walls starting downstream 
from the building’s location. The distance from the inlet to the model was kept the 
same at 10D as that from the velocity-extract plane to the plane x = 0. Simulation was 
initialized with the streamwise mean wind velocity for 500 time steps of 0.001(s) each, 
then switched to taking in the velocity readings from the auxiliary run and advanced 
for 3000 steps. An average time step in this case was in the range 3.5-4.5 minutes. 
Gauge pressures at the designated six levels were recorded at the end of every 
step in order to compute the power spectral densities of along wind force Fx, across-
wind force Fy and moment FM afterward. For verification purposes, turbulence 
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characteristics of the main flow at a plane located 5D downstream from the inlet were 
also recorded and compared to those at the same position in the auxiliary simulation. 
The idea is to provide some evidence on the similarity of the two flows in the region of 
overlap, and so the flow developed in the main run can be considered as a continuation 
of the flow in the auxiliary run.    
3.3 WIND SIMULATION - STAGGERED TWO-BUILDING MODEL 
A similar wind simulation was conducted for a staggered configuration of two 
identical building models as a further affirmation on of the possibility of conducting 
numerical wind tests. General setting of the staggered model case was kept the same as 
that of the single model case and hence needs not be repeated here. For the domain 
dimensions and meshing scheme refer to Fig. 3.5. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 AUXILIARY SIMULATION OF SPATIAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
The aim of the auxiliary simulation was to generate the spatial inflow condition 
for the subsequent main runs so that a boundary layer profile similar to that reported 
by Reinhold (1977) can be achieved. Velocity data extracted over a period of 3000 
steps at the plane x = 0 were therefore analyzed and compared with the experimental 
wind tunnel results at the center of the turntable. Another set of velocity data at a 
station 10D upstream from the plane x = 0 was also recorded and the values would 
then be used as the inlet velocities for the main runs.  
4.1.1 Mean Wind Profile 
The mean streamwise velocity U(z) at the position (x, y) = (0, 0mm), i.e. the 
position of the centroidal axis of the test model, is calculated as the average in the 
spanwise direction and over time of the instantaneous u(t) readings. Its values are plotted 
in Fig. 4.1. General good agreement between U(z) generated by FLUENT and that from 
Reinhold’s experimental profile can be observed, though the simulated mean values was 
faster for z < 200mm and slightly slower for z within 500-1000mm. The difference is, 
however, not more than 3% in the higher levels except at level 1 where it reaches 15% 
(see Table 4.1.). The values, therefore, are reasonably good for the purpose of this study. 









1 101.6 10.1 11.6 14.9 
2 203.2 13.0 13.4 3.1 
3 304.8 15.1 15.2 0.7 
4 406.4 16.8 16.9 0.6 
5 508.0 18.3 18.1 1.1 























Fig. 4.1. Mean Wind Profile at (x, y) = (0, 0mm) 
4.1.2 Turbulence Characteristics 
Fig. 4.2 depicts the values of turbulent intensities Iu, Iv, Iw as functions of z at the 
location (x, y) = (0, 0mm). Larger discrepancies between experimental and simulated 
turbulent intensities at heights z < 200mm can be observed from the graphs. The same 
tendency can also be observed in Fig. 4.1 above in the case of mean velocity U(z). Reason 
for these discrepancies may be attributed to the presence of roughness elements in the 
experimental model. Turbulence near the tunnel floor, therefore, is rather hard to predict, 
even harder to reproduce in the computational domain where a smooth non-slip floor is 
used instead. It is undesired, however, to include the roughness elements in the numerical 
domain since doing so would complicate the construction of the mesh. More importantly, 
it may result in the unwanted side effect of developing secondary flow near the floor, 
which was already reported in Reinhold’s experiments where the large roughness elements 
stopped 1.05m upstream from the centre of the turntable. As the consequence of not using 
roughness elements, discrepancies should be expected at the lower portion of the wind 
tunnel and numerical flows. Since the wind loads on the upper portion are the most 






































































(c) Vertical - Iw

















The generation of a suitable turbulence profile was one of the main challenges 
this study had to face, since its purpose was to find a simple way to introduce turbulence 
without too much theory and calculations involved. As the targeted wind profile is that 
of an urban boundary layer, the flow has very high Reynolds numbers and therefore 
rather difficult to simulate. It was observed that mean wind input with 10% turbulence 
intensity was insufficient to create turbulence and the downstream flow was still very 
much laminar. Adding WAWS values of u’(z), v’(z) and w’(z) uniformly in the spanwise 
direction did not improve the outputs significantly. On the contrary, Lund’s method 
could generate certain degree of turbulence in the flow; however, the turbulence 
characteristics are unpredictable and mean wind profile is hard to control. 
A combined procedure of generating inflow is used in this study, where 
random WAWS-generated velocity fluctuations superimposed by spanwise variations 
at the recycle station are applied at the inlet. The additional WAWS values of u’(z), 
v’(z) and w’(z) were generated independently as experimental information on the 
correlation between these three velocity components, especially their cross spectra, 
were not available. Although the method is rather over-simplified for the purpose of 
generating spatial turbulent flows, it has been found that turbulence developed in the 
flow to an acceptable profile much faster when these random fluctuations were 
included. Characteristics of the generated turbulence are illustrated in Figs. 4.3 to 4.5, 
in which the distribution of uv , uw  and vw  co-variances, the variation of streamwise 
integral length scale and the sample power spectra of fluctuations are plotted. Another 
compensation to the oversimplification of the method is that the amount of beforehand 
calculation and flow input is reduced significantly when compared to a more proper 
random fluctuation generation approach, since the spanwise variations are not 






















































Fig. 4.3. Distribution of Velocity Co-variances at (x,y) = (0, 0mm) 
For isotropic flow, theory dictates that uv , uw  and vw  co-variances, hence 
their normalized values or correlation coefficients, obtained by dividing the co-
variances with corresponding standard deviations, are all zero. Simulated values 
therefore are expected to be small in magnitude and randomly distributed about zero, 
which is the case as depicted in Fig. 4.3. 
Longitudinal integral length scale is plotted as a function of height in Fig. 
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Fig. 4.5. Reduced Turbulence Spectra at (x,y) = (0, 0mm) 
Higher values of the reduced PSDFs around peak normalized frequency, in the case 
of numerical simulation results, can be observed from Fig. 4.5. This may be explained as a 
consequence of applying fluctuations generated by WAWS with single random seed at the 
inlet, of which the reduced power spectra also display the same behavior (see Appendix A 
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for details). Similar problem with WAWS generation of fluctuations has been reported 
earlier in Swaddiwudhipong and Khan (2002). The method, however, is still used in this 
study because of its simplicity and the generated inflow condition, though oversimplified, is 
still considered as acceptable for wind load analysis and design purposes. 
Due to time constraints and the limited capacity of the supercomputing facilities, 
geometrical size of the domain as well as grid partition and time steps has been greatly 
affected. To generate a rather “accurate” boundary layer in which the effect of the domain 
discontinuity at the boundary is minimized, the development length of the auxiliary 
simulation is usually chosen in the range 5δ-10δ while the height of the computational 
domain lies within 2δ-3δ. In addition, although there exists no clear guidance on how large 
the maximum cell dimension can be, and what is the optimum value for time step ∆t, 
values of the order of 10mm and 10-4s for cell dimension and ∆t have been used in 
literature respectively. The computational workload for such configurations would be 
prohibitively large in this case since the flow is highly turbulent with Reynolds number 
well above 106 and the thickness of the boundary layer δ quite large. It is therefore deemed 
as acceptable in this study that a model not very precise in view of turbulence prediction 
but feasible in view of computational demands is developed. A domain size of 2.286δ (L) 
x 0.762δ (W) x 1.27δ (H) was chosen and the solution was advanced in 0.001s time step. 
Each single step then took from 3 - 5 minutes to complete depending on the workload of 
the supercomputers at the NUS computer centre. The statistics shown above of generated 
flow can be undoubtedly improved if the computational domain, meshing scheme and 
time step size are refined. The results are, however, viewed as suitable enough for the 
purpose of testing wind effects on the building models. This conclusion will be 
demonstrated in the next pages in which the test results for the single building and 
staggered two-building cases are analyzed. 
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4.2 WIND LOAD ON SINGLE BUILDING MODEL 
Visualization of the flow past the single building model is provided in Fig. 4.6. 
The wake downstream of the building model after 3000 steps is illustrated in Figs. 
4.6(a), 4.6(b) and 4.6(c), while contours of streamwise velocity and total pressure at 
the middle plane of the flow domain are plotted in Figs. 4.6(d) and 4.6(e), respectively.  
 
(a) 3D View of the Wake Downstream 
 
(b) Plan View of the 3D Wake Downstream – Entire Domain 
 
(c) Plan View of the 3D Wake Downstream – near the Model 
Fig. 4.6. Single Model - Visualization of the Flow after 3000 Steps 
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 (d) Contour of Streamwise Velocity u(t) 
 
(e) Contour of Total Pressure 
Fig. 4.6. Single Model - Visualization of the Flow after 3000 Steps (cont.) 
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4.2.1 Force and Moment Spectra at Six Levels 
Resultant loads are determined for each of the six elevations of the building 
model at which test data were reported by Reinhold (1977). In particular, the forces per 
unit height acting normal to the faces along with the moments acting about the 
geometric centre of the cross section are calculated. Since the wind direction in all the 
tests of this study had been chosen as perpendicular to the building’s windward and 
leeward faces, along-wind forces and across-wind forces are also those that act in the 
principal x- and y-axes directions, and hence are denoted as Fx and Fy respectively. 
Normal forces at a particular level are obtained by adding the element load 
vectors on the opposite faces. The magnitude of these vectors are found by multiplying 
the pressure at the centroid of each face element on the test wall with the element area 
over which the pressure is assumed to act. Moments are deduced by multiplying these 
load vectors with their lever arms, measured to the x- and y- centre lines of the model 
cross section, and integrating across the faces. Reduced spectra of the resultant loads are 
then obtained using Matlab signal processing toolbox. The Matlab function pwelch() in 
particular is used to plot the power spectral density of the signals using Welch’s method 
(see Matlab manual, 2002). In the case of across-wind and moment, the signals are 
considerably good and spectral analysis can be carried out straightaway on the unfiltered 
data. Along-wind signals, however, require pre-filtering and detrending beforehand as 
the length of the records, limited because of the computing cost, is rather short and linear 
trend has been detected in the time series. Pre-filtering and detrending are performed 
using Matlab functions filter() and detrend() respectively. 
Spectra of Fx, Fy and FM for the six elevations are presented in the Figs. 4.7, 4.8 
and 4.9. The along-wind spectra Fx are typical of random wind loading with most of 
the energy lies in the low frequency range up to 10Hz. A concentration of energy over 
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the range of frequencies from 15-30 Hz at all levels in the cross-wind spectra Fy shows 
the presence of strong periodic loads at these frequencies due to vortex shedding. The 
influence of the vortex shedding on the power spectra FM of the moments can be 
noticed in Fig. 4.9, where a concentration of energy again presents at the frequencies 
between 18-25Hz.  
In general, the numerical test results match the wind tunnel test results 
reasonably well with better agreement at the top of the model. Larger discrepancies are 
observed at the lower portion of the building as expected, since a good turbulence 
profile of the flow near the floor is the hardest to generate, as mentioned earlier. The 
generated spectra of Fx are the closest to those obtained experimentally in the wind 
tunnel, which is understandable since the free-stream along-wind pattern approaching 
the test model should be relatively simple to simulate. Numerical cross-wind spectra Fy 
at levels 4, 5 and 6 agree with the experimental results very well while those at the 
lower levels show the peak concentrations of energy at noticeably higher frequencies 
compared to the experimental values. This phenomenon may be attributed to the 
difficulty in generating the desired vortex shedding frequency near the floor. Since the 
floor in the computational domain is chosen as a smooth non-slip surface, its effect on 
the flow decreases rapidly as the height z increases. The numerical cross-wind spectra, 
therefore, show similar vortex shedding frequencies of approximately 22Hz throughout 
all the six levels. The wind tunnel floor, on the other hand, was constructed with rows 
of roughness elements. As a result, the periodic vortex shedding near the floor 
oscillated with lower frequencies in the range of 15-20Hz. Higher frequencies of 
vortex shedding in the numerical simulation also affect the moment spectra FM near the 
floor, which again display a shift to the right of the frequency range over which 
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Fig. 4.9. Normalized Power Spectra for FM – Single Model (cont.) 
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4.2.2 Generalized Force Spectra and Building Response 
The time series of forces, and consequently their reduced force spectra, which 
were calculated in section 4.2.1, will be used to determine a typical building response 
to wind loads in this section. By employing the Rayleigh-Ritz method, shape functions 
with corresponding generalized coordinates are used to transform the coupled 
equations of motion into a fewer degrees-of-freedom uncoupled system. The first three 
modes of vibrations proposed for tall buildings by Islam (1988) are chosen. Dividing 
the model into six blocks, i.e. N = 6, the values for the weighting submatrix columns, 
denoted by W(1), W (2) and W (3), are presented here in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2. Values for the First Three Shape Functions 
Level W (1) W (2) W (3)
1 0.02032 -0.06050 0.08438 
2 0.03250 -0.09087 0.09536 
3 0.04877 -0.11128 0.01836 
4 0.06502 -0.07436 -0.09253 
5 0.08128 0.01042 -0.08128 
6 0.07315 0.06651 0.04901 
Calculations were made to determine the generalized forces at six levels for 
each of the three modes. Reduced normalized spectra of these forces are plotted in the 
Figs. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12.  
The results are compared with those reported in Islam (1988), which had been 
deduced directly from Reinhold’s experimental data. A fairly good agreement between 
the two sets of data can be observed from the graphs, showing certain reliability in the 
numerical results. The obtained dimensionless generalized force and moment spectra 
can then be used to determine the response of full-scale tall buildings having similar 
geometry, e.g. the same square cross section and height -to -width ratio, and subjecting 
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Table 4.3 compares the RMS generalized force coefficients approximated by 
Islam (1988) from Reinhold’s force spectra and those that are computed from the wind 
simulation in this study. The closest values between the two sets of data are those of 
the 1st mode, or the fundamental mode, which are within 10% difference, while larger 
discrepancies can be observed in the along-wind and across-wind directions of the 2nd 
mode. The results, however, can still be viewed as fairly good for the purpose of 
simulating turbulent wind layer in overall. As the 1st mode plays the most important 
role in the calculation of buildings’ response to wind loads, it is expected that the 
response obtained from the numerical wind force spectra are not substantially different 
comparing to that obtained from the wind tunnel force spectra. 
Table 4.3. Comparison of RMS Generalized Force Coefficients 
)22/1/( HUDHF ρσ   Shape 
Function Islam’s  This study 
Difference 
(%) 
1st mode 0.0837 0.0912 8.92 
2nd mode 0.0895 0.1208 34.98 Along - wind 
3rd mode 0.0648 0.0818 26.21 
1st mode 0.1372 0.1460 6.43 
2nd mode 0.1220 0.1630 32.62 Across - wind 
3rd mode 0.1167 0.1295 10.99 
1st mode 0.0147D 0.0134D 9.00 
2nd mode 0.0194D 0.0183D 5.67 Torque 
3rd mode 0.0186D 0.0159D 14.27 
Values of rms acceleration response for a specific full-scale building are 
approximated to illustrate the use of the generalized force spectra obtained from the 
numerical simulation. The building has the dimension of 180m x 30m x 30m, mass 
density ρb = 190 kg/m3, damping ratio in the fundamental mode ζ1 = 1% and the ratio 
between torsional and translational frequencies assumed to be 1/0.85. Generalized 
force spectra for the 1st modes in along-wind, across-wind and torsional directions 
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are deduced from the normalized force spectra in Fig. 4.10 using the full-scale 
parameters. The values of rms acceleration response of the building in these 
fundamental modes are subsequently calculated using the method outlined by Islam 
(1988), which has been described in chapter 2. These values are then compared with 
Islam’s results and presented here in Table 4.4. In general, the results match rather 
well with the discrepancies less than 20% for all the rms acceleration responses. A 
significant improvement in the calculation of  can be observed when compare the 
percentage differences, which are less than 7%, with the approximately 50% 
discrepancy obtained from the 2D model spectra for similar building configuration 
(Swaddiwudhipong and Khan, 2002).  
θσ &&


















0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.1898 28.0 5.94 6.72 13.1 
u&&σ  
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2000 26.0 3.27 3.88 18.7 
0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.2000 28.0 6.47 6.72 3.9 
v&&σ  
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1945 26.0 4.78 5.34 11.7 
0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.2479 28.0 6.45 6.88 6.7 
θσ &&4
22 DB +  
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2453 26.0 7.57 7.50 0.9 
* XM, YM: Coordinates of the centre of mass with respect to the centre of geometry. 
* XR, YR: Coordinates of the centre of rigidity (shear centre) with respect to the centre of geometry. 
 




Centre of mass 








* in : Natural frequency of the ith mode. 
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4.3 WIND LOAD ON STAGGERED TWO-BUILDING MODEL 
Fig. 4.13 provides some visualization of the wind flow around the staggered 
two building model, where an identical building was placed 3D upstream and 1D 
sideway from the test building. A comparison to Fig. 4.6 clearly shows a change in the 
pattern of the wind flow around the models. The inclusion of a building upstream 
introduces further turbulence, most importantly the vortices that are formed in the 
wake behind this obstacle, into the flow approaching the building downstream. 
 
(a) 3D View of the Wake Downstream 
 
(b) Plan View of the 3D Wake Downstream – entire Domain 
 
(c) Plan View of the 3D Wake Downstream – near the Models 
Fig. 4.13. Staggered Model - Visualization of the Flow after 3000 Steps 
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 (d) Contours of Streamwise Velocity 
 
 
(e) Contours of Total Pressure 
Fig. 4.13. Staggered Model - Visualization of the Flow after 3000 Steps (cont.) 
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The resultant force and moment spectra at the six elevations are presented in 
Figs. 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16. Agreement between the numerical and experimental data 
again slightly improves at the top of the model, especially in the case of the cross-wind 
and torsional spectra Fy and FM at levels 4, 5 and 6. Generated Fx and Fy spectra in 
general are not as close to the experimental spectra as compared to those of the single 
model, though still acceptable. This may be attributed to the presence of the upstream 
building since the wake formed behind it, which is highly turbulent and contains 
vortices of various sizes, makes along-wind and cross-wind loads on the building 
downstream harder to predict numerically. The numerical simulation is also unable to 
identify a new peak of energy concentration at low frequencies of 3-5Hz in the Fy 
spectra at the levels 1, 2 and 3, which is most probably due to the upstream periodic 
vortices near the floor. However, the effect of vortex shedding near the side faces of 
the downwind building is still evident in the cross-wind spectra as the peak 
concentration of energy in the frequency range of 10-30Hz still presents. A shift to the 
right of this vortex shedding frequency range can also be detected at the low levels, 
which is the same phenomenon observed from the single model earlier.  
It is observed that the presence of an obstacle clearly affects the flow passing 
the downstream test model and alters the wind loads, hence the force and moment 
spectra, significantly. The influence of the wake created by the upstream building in 
this case, where the wind direction is perpendicular to the windward face of the 
models, is to reduce the concentration peaks of energy on the downwind structure. In 
other words, the presence of the wake upstream suppresses the effect of vortex 
shedding on the building behind. This wake can also introduce additional periodic 
fluctuations in the loads on the downwind structure as a result of the vortex shedding 
from the upstream building. 
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The spectra of the along-wind forces Fx for the downstream model exhibit a 
much broader distribution of energy compared to that of the single model. While most 
of the energy of Fx concentrates in the range of 0-15Hz in the case of the single model, 
the downstream structure in the staggered arrangement experiences a concentration of 
energy in the frequency range up to 30Hz. Peak concentrations of energy in the latter 
case are no longer at the lowest frequencies but are mostly in the range of 5-20Hz. The 
reason for this shift in characteristics of the along-wind spectra is most likely due to 
the strong periodic loads introduced to the model by the vortices in the upstream wake. 
The Fx spectra for the downstream model also contain high energy at frequencies 
which are approximately half the frequencies associated with the vortex shedding of 
the single model. 
The normalized power spectra of the cross-wind forces Fy in Fig. 4.15 exhibit 
moderate energy levels over relatively wider bands of frequencies compared to that in 
Fig. 4.8. A high distribution of energy in the frequency range of 10-30Hz still presents. 
However, its values are noticeably lower: only in the range of 50-80% of the 
corresponding values of the single model spectra. The concentration of energy in the 
cross-wind forces at the vortex shedding frequencies, which are in the range of 20-
22Hz, is similarly reduced when the upstream model is introduced. On the other hand, 
higher values of energy distribution in the range of 0-10Hz can be observed from the 
downstream model spectra, showing the cross-wind forces are more random in nature 
as a result of the wake upstream. 
Energy concentrations in the moment spectra FM for the downwind model in 
staggered arrangement are also reduced slightly in the frequency range of 10-30Hz. In 
addition, the ranges of high energy concentration are more evenly distributed over a 
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     Staggered Model                                 Single Model 
Fig. 4.17. Normalized Force Spectra for Staggered Model - First Mode 
The reduced normalize force spectra for the first mode of the downstream 
building in staggered arrangement are plotted in Fig. 4.17. A change in the reduced 
spectra at the low range of normalized frequencies can be observed from the figure, 
just as expected from the change in the component force and moment spectra Fx, Fy 
and FM at the six levels mentioned earlier. While the along-wind spectrum SFx 
experiences a reduction in this frequency range, which results from the decrease in the 
Fx spectra, the values of cross-wind SFy and torsional SFM spectra increase in this range 




Numerical wind tunnel tests on a single building model and a staggered two 
building models were conducted using the commercial software FLUENT 6.1.18. The 
tests involved generating an incompressible turbulent boundary layer past the models 
and measuring wind pressures on the building’s faces. Large eddy simulation (LES) 
using an RNG-based subgrid-scale eddy viscosity model was employed to predict the 
development of turbulence in the flow. Comparison with experimental data collected 
from earlier wind tunnel tests at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
then followed. Results showed that the chosen turbulence model was able to capture 
turbulence phenomena such as vortex shedding and flow separation and physical wind 
tunnel tests can be reproduced numerically with a sufficient degree of reliability. Wind 
load testing of tall buildings by supercomputer is therefore a viable alternative to the 
conventional wind tunnel testing in laboratory, especially when its advantages of fast 
and simple domain construction as well as flexible data acquisition are taken into 
account. 
A procedure for the generation of spatially-developing turbulent boundary layer is 
prescribed in the thesis. Key step of the process is the simulation of a turbulent flow 
carried out separately in an auxiliary domain, after which extract plane data at a 
downstream location are transferred to the main runs. Spanwise variations of the inflow 
velocities for the auxiliary run are taken from a recycle station near the flow exit following 
Lund’s method (1998). These variations are superimposed to the mean turbulence 
components at the inlet which are generated randomly by WAWS method for single wind 
histories. The aim of the described procedure is a simple yet sufficiently reliable turbulent-
flow-generation approach for structural analysis and design purposes. 
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Wind force and moment spectra at different levels of the test model in a single 
building configuration and a staggered two building configuration were obtained as 
parts of the research. The spectral analysis was carried out in frequency domain using 
MATLAB 6.5 signal processing toolbox. The results obtained were then used to 
determine the dynamic response, in particular the generalized force spectra for the first 
three modes of vibrations were calculated and rms acceleration responses for full-scale 
building were determined. The agreement between numerical and experimental data 
provides evidences that computational wind simulation is also a feasible approach in 
studying the response of tall buildings to wind loads. In a similar manner to the tests 
conducted in physical wind tunnel, numerical wind tests can predict the flow pattern 
around the building model, develop the velocity field and generate pressures on the 
model’s faces with a reasonable level of accuracy. 
The use of computational wind simulation to perform wind load tests supports 
the idea that further investigations on tall building response can be done following 
numerical approach. Future work may consider buildings of complex shapes under 
different wind attack angles, wind –structure interaction (i.e. wind-induced motion of 
the building is also included), effect of centre-of-mass and/or shear centre 
eccentricity as well as aerodynamic phenomena. With the rapid development of 
supercomputing capacity nowadays, these tasks will undoubtedly become more 
viable in the future in views of outputs accuracy and computational costs, and so 
numerical wind tunnel testing can become a useful tool in analyzing wind load 
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FLUCTUATIONS GENERATED BY WAWS METHOD 
The time history of generated u’(t) and the PSDFs of the three fluctuating velocities at 
level 6 are plotted in the Figs. A.1, A.2 and A.3 below. The same calculation procedure 
applied for u’(z, t), v’(z, t) and w’(z, t) at the other 5 levels of the building.  
 
   
   









Fig. A.1. Time Histories of Generated u’(t) at Level 6 
 
Fig. A.2. PSDF of WAWS Streamwise Fluctuating Velocity at Level 6 
 
Fig. A.3. PSDF of WAWS Lateral and Vertical Fluctuating Velocities at Level 6 
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Below is the C code used to generate the sequence of fluctuation velocity u’(t). Similar 
procedure (but with different Sn) is applied for the other two velocities v’(t) and w’(t). 






int step, i, k; 





printf ("Enter name of file to write to:"); 
scanf("%s", filename); 
fp = fopen(filename,"w"); 
printf ("Enter the streamwise mean velocity:"); 
scanf("%f", &U); 
printf ("Enter the streamwise turbulent intensity (decimal):"); 
scanf("%f", &I); 
printf ("Enter the streamwise integral length scale (m):"); 
scanf("%f", &Lxu); 
printf ("Number of timesteps, maximum 20000:"); 
scanf("%d", &step); 
printf ("Stepsize of time in second:"); 
scanf("%f", &dt); 
 
pi = 3.141592654; 
A = 4.0*I*I*Lxu*U; 




dn=(nUpper-nLower)/step;               /* here taking N = M = step */ 
 
t = 0; 
for (i=0; i<step; i++) 
{ 
sum = 0.0; 
srand48(time(NULL)); 
n = nLower+0.5*dn; 
for(k=0; k<step; k++) 
{ 
r = drand48(); 
phi=r*2.0*pi;                     /*phi to be randomly selected*/ 
Su = A/pow((1.0 + B*n*n),(5.0/6.0)); 
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Ak = sqrt(Su*dn); 
sum = sum + Ak*cos(2.0*pi*n*t + phi); 
n = n+dn; 
} 
u = sqrt(2.0)*sum; 
fprintf(fp,"%f\n",u); 




Turbulent intensities throughout the building’s height are interpolated assuming an 
exponential relation of the measured turbulence intensities at the six specified levels. 
























Turbulent Intensitite  s
Fig. A.4. Approximated Turbulent Intensities 
 
Instantaneous fluctuations were then interpolated from randomly simulated velocities 












FLUENT CASE SETUP 
FLUENT (Example: Auxiliary Simulation Domain) 






   Model                        Settings                        
   --------------------------------------------------------- 
   Space                        3D                              
   Time                         Unsteady, 2nd-Order Implicit    
   Viscous                      Large Eddy Simulation           
   Sub-Grid Scale Model         RNG                             
   Heat Transfer                Disabled                        
   Solidification and Melting   Disabled                        
   Species Transport            Disabled                        
   Coupled Dispersed Phase      Disabled                        
   Pollutants                   Disabled                        




   Zones 
      name               id   type              
      -------------------------------------- 
      domain             2    fluid             
      ceiling            12   symmetry          
      periwall           4    periodic          
      thread6            5    interior          
      thread5            6    interior          
      thread4            7    interior          
      thread3            8    interior          
      inlet              9    velocity-inlet    
      thread1            10   interior          
      thread2            11   interior          
      floor              13   wall              
      outlet             14   outflow           
      thread0            15   interior          
      default-interior   17   interior          
 
   Boundary Conditions 
      domain 
         Condition                                      Value    
         ---------------------------------------------------- 
         Material Name                                  air      
         Specify source terms?                          no       
         Source Terms                                   ()       
         Specify fixed values?                          no       
         Local Coordinate System for Fixed Velocities   no       
         Fixed Values                                   ()       
         Motion Type                                    0        
         X-Velocity Of Zone                             0        
         Y-Velocity Of Zone                             0        
         Z-Velocity Of Zone                             0        
         Rotation speed                                 0        
         X-Origin of Rotation-Axis                      0        
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         Y-Origin of Rotation-Axis                      0        
         Z-Origin of Rotation-Axis                      0        
         X-Component of Rotation-Axis                   0        
         Y-Component of Rotation-Axis                   0        
         Z-Component of Rotation-Axis                   1        
         Deactivated Thread                             no       
         Porous zone?                                   no       
         Conical porous zone?                           no       
         X-Component of Direction-1 Vector              1        
         Y-Component of Direction-1 Vector              0        
         Z-Component of Direction-1 Vector              0        
         X-Component of Direction-2 Vector              0        
         Y-Component of Direction-2 Vector              1        
         Z-Component of Direction-2 Vector              0        
         X-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis             1        
         Y-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis             0        
         Z-Coordinate of Point on Cone Axis             0        
         Half Angle of Cone Relative to its Axis        0        
         Direction-1 Viscous Resistance                 0        
         Direction-2 Viscous Resistance                 0        
         Direction-3 Viscous Resistance                 0        
         Direction-1 Inertial Resistance                0        
         Direction-2 Inertial Resistance                0        
         Direction-3 Inertial Resistance                0        
         C0 Coefficient for Power-Law                   0        
         C1 Coefficient for Power-Law                   0        
         Porosity                                       1        
 
      ceiling 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
      periwall 
         Condition                Value    
         ------------------------------ 
         Rotationally Periodic?   no       
      thread6 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
      thread5 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
      thread4 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
      thread3 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
 
      inlet 
         Condition                             Value                    
         ----------------------------------------------------------- 
         Velocity Specification Method         1                        
         Reference Frame                       0                        
         Velocity Magnitude                    (profile udf u_inlet)    
         Coordinate System                     0                        
         X-Velocity                            (profile udf u_inlet)    
         Y-Velocity                            (profile udf v_inlet)    
         Z-Velocity                            (profile udf w_inlet)    
         X-Component of Flow Direction         1                        
         Y-Component of Flow Direction         0                        
         Z-Component of Flow Direction         0                        
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         X-Component of Axis Direction         1                        
         Y-Component of Axis Direction         0                        
         Z-Component of Axis Direction         0                        
         X-Coordinate of Axis Origin           0                        
         Y-Coordinate of Axis Origin           0                        
         Z-Coordinate of Axis Origin           0                        
         Angular velocity                      0                        
         Turbulence Intensity                  0.03                     
         is zone used in mixing-plane model?   no                       
 
      thread1 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
      thread2 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
 
      floor 
         Condition                                            Value    
         ---------------------------------------------------------- 
         Enable shell conduction?                             no       
         Wall Motion                                          0        
         Shear Boundary Condition                             0        
         Define wall motion relative to adjacent cell zone?   yes      
         Apply a rotational velocity to this wall?            no       
         Velocity Magnitude                                   0        
         X-Component of Wall Translation                      1        
         Y-Component of Wall Translation                      0        
         Z-Component of Wall Translation                      0        
         Define wall velocity components?                     no       
         X-Component of Wall Translation                      0        
         Y-Component of Wall Translation                      0        
         Z-Component of Wall Translation                      0        
         Rotation Speed                                       0        
         X-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin                   0        
         Y-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin                   0        
         Z-Position of Rotation-Axis Origin                   0        
         X-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction               0        
         Y-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction               0        
         Z-Component of Rotation-Axis Direction               1        
         X-component of shear stress                          0        
         Y-component of shear stress                          0        
         Z-component of shear stress                          0        
 
      outlet 
         Condition             Value    
         --------------------------- 
         Flow rate weighting   1        
      thread0 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
      default-interior 
         Condition   Value    




   Equations 
      Equation   Solved    
      ----------------- 
      Flow       yes       
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   Numerics 
      Numeric                         Enabled    
      --------------------------------------- 
      Absolute Velocity Formulation   yes        
 
   Unsteady Calculation Parameters 
      -------------------------------------- 
      Time Step (s)                   0.001    
      Max. Iterations Per Time Step   20        
 
   Relaxation 
      Variable      Relaxation Factor    
      ------------------------------- 
      Pressure      0.3                  
      Density       1                    
      Body Forces   1                    
      Momentum      0.7                  
 
   Linear Solver 
                   Solver     Termination   Residual Reduction    
      Variable     Type       Criterion     Tolerance             
      -------------------------------------------------------- 
      Pressure     V-Cycle    0.1                                 
      X-Momentum   Flexible   0.1           0.7                   
      Y-Momentum   Flexible   0.1           0.7                   
      Z-Momentum   Flexible   0.1           0.7                   
 
   Discretization Scheme 
      Variable                     Scheme                  
      ------------------------------------------------- 
      Pressure                     Second Order            
      Pressure-Velocity Coupling   SIMPLE                  
      Momentum                     Central Differencing    
 
   Solution Limits 
      Quantity                        Limit      
      --------------------------------------- 
      Minimum Absolute Pressure       1          
      Maximum Absolute Pressure       5000000    
      Minimum Temperature             1          
 
      Maximum Temperature             5000       




   Material: air (fluid) 
 
     Property                     Units      Method     Value(s)         
     --------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Density                       kg/m3      constant   1.225            
     Cp (Specific Heat)            j/kg-k     constant   1006.43          
     Thermal Conductivity          w/m-k      constant   0.0242           
     Viscosity                     kg/m-s     constant   1.592499e-05    
     Molecular Weight              kg/kgmol   constant   28.966           
     L-J Characteristic Length     angstrom   constant   3.711            
     L-J Energy Parameter          k          constant   78.6             
     Thermal Expansion Coefficient 1/k        constant   0                




FLUENT USER-DEFINED FUNCTIONS 
C.1 Inflow Generation - Auxiliary Simulation 






float function_fluct(char filename[9], int position); 
 
#define Thread_ID0 15 
#define Thread_ID1 10 
#define Thread_ID2 11 
#define Thread_ID3 8 
#define Thread_ID4 7 
#define Thread_ID5 6 










int i, j, maxy=50, maxz=116, step; 
int ycol, zrow, pos; /*at thread1*/ 
float u[5800], v[5800], w[5800]; 
float utemp[5800], vtemp[5800], wtemp[5800]; 
float U2[116],V2[116],W2[116]; 














/* Read the y-and z- coordinates, also the streamwise velocities */ 
 
domain = Get_Domain(1); 
thread2 = Lookup_Thread(domain, Thread_ID6); 
 
fp1 = fopen("finemodely.txt","r"); 





fp2 = fopen("finemodelz.txt","r"); 




fp3 = fopen("uave.txt","r"); 






fp3a = fopen("count.txt","r"); 
fscanf(fp3a,"%d",&step); 
fclose(fp3a); 
step = step+1; 




fp3b = fopen("vave.txt","r"); 




fp3c = fopen("wave.txt","r"); 




u1 = function_fluct("ulv1.txt",step); 
u2 = function_fluct("ulv2.txt",step); 
u3 = function_fluct("ulv3.txt",step); 
u4 = function_fluct("ulv4.txt",step); 
u5 = function_fluct("ulv5.txt",step); 
u6 = function_fluct("ulv6.txt",step); 
 
v1 = function_fluct("vlv1.txt",step); 
v2 = function_fluct("vlv2.txt",step); 
v3 = function_fluct("vlv3.txt",step); 
v4 = function_fluct("vlv4.txt",step); 
v5 = function_fluct("vlv5.txt",step); 
v6 = function_fluct("vlv6.txt",step); 
 
w1 = function_fluct("wlv1.txt",step); 
w2 = function_fluct("wlv2.txt",step); 
w3 = function_fluct("wlv3.txt",step); 
w4 = function_fluct("wlv4.txt",step); 
w5 = function_fluct("wlv5.txt",step); 




if ((zindex[i]<=1.5)&&( zindex[i]>0.05)) 
{ 
U1[i] = 10.1*pow((zindex[i]/0.1016),0.37); 
} 
else if ((zindex[i]<=0.05)&&( zindex[i]>0.00044)) 
{ 
U1[i] = 2.5*0.34*log(0.34*zindex[i]/0.000013) + 5.45*0.34; 
} 
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else if (zindex[i]<=0.00044) 
{ 












Xu = 1.3009*exp(-0.2384*zindex[i]/0.1016); 





Xw = 1.2406*exp(-0.2020*zindex[i]/0.1016); 
urand[i] = u1* U1[i]/10.1*Xu; 
vrand[i] = v1* U1[i]/10.1*Xv; 
wrand[i] = w1* U1[i]/10.1*Xw; 
} 
else if (zindex[i]<=0.254) 
{ 
Xu = 1.5805*exp(-0.4768*zindex[i]/0.2032); 
Xv = 1.5012*exp(-0.4225*zindex[i]/0.2032); 
Xw = 1.4612*exp(-0.4040*zindex[i]/0.2032); 
urand[i] = u2* U1[i]/13.1*Xu; 
vrand[i] = v2* U1[i]/13.1*Xv; 
wrand[i] = w2* U1[i]/13.1*Xw; 
} 
else if (zindex[i]<=0.3556) 
{ 
Xu = 1.9800*exp(-0.7152*zindex[i]/0.3048); 
Xv = 1.8523*exp(-0.6338*zindex[i]/0.3048); 
Xw = 1.8265*exp(-0.6060*zindex[i]/0.3048); 
urand[i] = u3* U1[i]/15.1*Xu; 
vrand[i] = v3* U1[i]/15.1*Xv; 
wrand[i] = w3* U1[i]/15.1*Xw; 
} 
else if (zindex[i]<=0.4572) 
{ 
Xu = 2.6303*exp(-0.9536*zindex[i]/0.4064); 
Xv = 2.3926*exp(-0.8450*zindex[i]/0.4064); 
Xw = 2.2937*exp(-0.8081*zindex[i]/0.4064); 
urand[i] = u4* U1[i]/16.8*Xu; 
vrand[i] = v4* U1[i]/16.8*Xv; 
wrand[i] = w4* U1[i]/16.8*Xw; 
} 
else if (zindex[i]<=0.5588) 
{ 
Xu = 3.3678*exp(-1.1920*zindex[i]/0.508); 
Xv = 2.9830*exp(-1.0563*zindex[i]/0.508); 
Xw = 2.7397*exp(-1.0101*zindex[i]/0.508); 
urand[i] = u5* U1[i]/18.3*Xu; 
vrand[i] = v5* U1[i]/18.3*Xv; 
wrand[i] = w5* U1[i]/18.3*Xw; 
} 
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else if (zindex[i]<=1.5) 
{ 
Xu = 4.1420*exp(-1.4304*zindex[i]/0.6096); 
Xv = (-3.6667*zindex[i]+8.8)/6.7; 
Xw = (-3.7958*zindex[i]+8.8973)/5.9; 
urand[i] = u6* U1[i]/19.5*Xu; 
vrand[i] = v6* U1[i]/19.5*Xv; 




urand[i] = 0; 
vrand[i] = 0; 










ttemp = THREAD_T1(thread2); 





mini = 0.0001; ycol = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxy; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((y2-yindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





mini = 0.0001; zrow = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((z2-zindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 













/* Deduce u’, v’, and w’ averaged in the spanwise direction */ 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
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sumu=0; sumv=0; sumw=0; 
for(j=0; j<maxy; j++) 
{ 
pos = j + i*maxy; 
sumu = sumu + utemp[pos]; 
sumv = sumv + vtemp[pos]; 
sumw = sumw + wtemp[pos]; 
} 
U2[i] = sumu/maxy; 
V2[i] = sumv/maxy; 








for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
for(j=0; j<maxy; j++) 
{ 
pos = j + i*maxy; 
u[pos] = utemp[pos]-U2[i]+urand[i]; 
v[pos] = vtemp[pos]-V2[i]+vrand[i]; 




fp4 = fopen("uave.txt","w+"); 
for (i=0; i<maxz+1; i++) 
fprintf(fp4, "%f\n", uave[i]); 
fclose(fp4); 
 
fp4a = fopen("vave.txt","w+"); 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
fprintf(fp4a, "%f\n", vave[i]); 
fclose(fp4a); 
 
fp4b = fopen("wave.txt","w+"); 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
fprintf(fp4b, "%f\n", wave[i]); 
fclose(fp4b); 
 
fp5a = fopen("U.txt","w+"); 
fp5b = fopen("V.txt","w+"); 
fp6 = fopen("W.txt","w+"); 










fp7 = fopen("u.txt","w+"); 
fp8 = fopen("v.txt","w+"); 
fp9 = fopen("w.txt","w+"); 











fp10 = fopen("ut6.txt","a"); 
fp11 = fopen("vt6.txt","a"); 
fp12 = fopen("wt6.txt","a"); 






















int maxy=50, maxz=116; 
float udash[5800]; 
float yindex[50], zindex[116]; 
int i, ycol, zrow, pos; 
face_t f1; 
float coor1[ND_ND],y1,z1,mini,dis; 
float u, U1[116]; 
 
fp1 = fopen("finemodely.txt","r"); 




fp2 = fopen("finemodelz.txt","r"); 




fp3 = fopen("u.txt","r"); 




fp4 = fopen("utarget.txt","r"); 








y1 = coor1[1]; 
z1 = coor1[2]; 
 
mini = 0.0001; ycol = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxy; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((y1-yindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





mini = 0.0001; zrow = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((z1-zindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





pos = ycol + zrow*maxy; 
u = U1[zrow]+udash[pos]; 















int maxy=50, maxz=116; 
float vdash[5800]; 
float yindex[50], zindex[116]; 





loat v, V1[116]; 
fp1 = fopen("finemodely.txt","r"); 




fp2 = fopen("finemodelz.txt","r"); 





fp3 = fopen("v.txt","r"); 





fp4 = fopen("vave.txt","r"); 








y1 = coor1[1]; 
z1 = coor1[2]; 
 
mini = 0.0001; ycol = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxy; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((y1-yindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





mini = 0.0001; zrow = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((z1-zindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





pos = ycol + zrow*maxy; 















int maxy=50, maxz=116; 
float yindex[50], zindex[116], wdash[5800], w, W1[116]; 




fp1 = fopen("finemodely.txt","r"); 




fp2 = fopen("finemodelz.txt","r"); 




fp3 = fopen("w.txt","r"); 




fp4 = fopen("wave.txt","r"); 







y1 = coor1[1]; 
z1 = coor1[2]; 
 
mini = 0.0001; ycol = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxy; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((y1-yindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





mini = 0.0001; zrow = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((z1-zindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





pos = ycol + zrow*maxy; 
w = W1[zrow]+wdash[pos]; 















int i, j; 
int maxy=50, maxz=116; 








int ycol, zrow, pos; /*at thread1*/ 




/* Read the y-and z- coordinates in, also the streamwise velocities 
*/ 
 
domain = Get_Domain(1); 
thread2 = Lookup_Thread(domain, Thread_ID4); 
 
fp1 = fopen("finemodely.txt","r"); 




fp2 = fopen("finemodelz.txt","r"); 









ttemp = THREAD_T1(thread2); 





mini = 0.0001; ycol = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxy; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((y2-yindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





mini = 0.0001; zrow = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
















fp8 = fopen("ut4.txt","a"); 
fp9 = fopen("vt4.txt","a"); 
fp10 = fopen("wt4.txt","a"); 


















fp = fopen(filename,"r"); 
for (i=1; i<=position; i++)  





C.2 Velocity Input at the Inlet - Main Simulations 













int maxy=50, maxz=116,step; 
float u[5800]; 
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float yindex[50], zindex[116]; 




fp1 = fopen("buildingy.txt","r"); 




fp2 = fopen("buildingz.txt","r"); 








fp4 = fopen("u.txt","r"); 
for (i=0; i<=step*maxy*maxz; i++) 
fscanf(fp4,"%f",&u[0]); 







y1 = coor1[1]; 
z1 = coor1[2]; 
 
mini = 0.0001; ycol = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxy; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((y1-yindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





mini = 0.0001; zrow = 0; 
for (i=0; i<maxz; i++) 
{ 
dis = pow((z1-zindex[i]),2); 
if (dis<=mini) 
{ 





pos = ycol + zrow*maxy; 
F_PROFILE(f1,thread1,u_velocity) = u[pos]; 
} 
end_f_loop(f1,thread1) 
} 
#endif 
} 
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